Concrete In Life 2022 Global Photography Competition

Category: Photography
Deadline: October 31, 2022
Website: https://bit.ly/3DoQz7N

Organized by the Global Cement and Concrete Association, the 4th annual Concrete in Life photography competition is now open for entries.

As one of the most widely used man-made products on the planet, concrete is all around us: in our houses and offices; our roads and pavements; in the bridges that connect us; the wind farms that provide us with energy; and the sea barriers that protect us. As the sustainable building material of choice, it provides safe, durable and resilient structures as well as providing the basis for renewable energy infrastructure.

The competition has four categories:

- Urban design and use
- Concrete infrastructure
- Concrete in daily life
- Beauty and design

You are invited to celebrate the vital role that concrete plays in our world – its beauty, versatility, strength, durability, and sustainability.

There is no entry fee.

Eligibility
Open worldwide to amateur and professional photographers.

Prize
One professional and one amateur winner will be chosen from each category, with one of the finalists receiving the overall Best “Concrete in Life” Photo of the Year prize. The overall Best “Concrete in Life” Photo of the Year winner will win a 10,000 USD prize. Each of the remaining amateur and professional winners will each win a 2,500 USD prize.